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abstract

A structural derivative of quartz with the composition Mg0.5AlSiO4 has been grown from glass and 
characterized using synchrotron X‑ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 
and 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Rietveld analysis of the XRD data indicates 
that the framework of Mg0.5AlSiO4 is isostructural with a‑quartz, rather than b‑quartz, as is consistent 
with previous theoretical modeling (Sternitzke and Müller 1991). Al and Si exhibit long‑range disorder 
over the framework tetrahedral sites, indicated by the absence of the superlattice reflections correspond‑
ing to the doubling of c relative to that of quartz. Nevertheless, 29Si NMR measurements show that Al 
and Si exhibit partial short‑range order with an ordering degree of 56%. Electron diffraction reveals 
superlattice reflections indicative of doubled periodicities along the a‑axes. Fourier electron density 
maps show that Mg occupies channel sites that each are bonded to six O atoms, in contrast to the tet‑
rahedral coordination of Li in the b‑quartz‑type framework for b‑eucryptite, LiAlSiO4. Furthermore, 
the concentrations of Mg in adjacent channels are different, resulting in framework distortions that 
generate the superstructures along a.
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introduction

As one of the densest framework minerals, quartz has a low 
tolerance for the incorporation of alien cations into its structure. 
In natural quartz, there exist only trace amounts (mostly at the 
levels of hundreds of parts per million) of extraneous ions such 
as Al3+, Fe3+, and Na+ (Keith and Tuttle 1952; Ghiorso et al. 
1979; Smith and Steele 1984), whose concentrations vary with 
crystallization temperature, solution pH and other formation 
parameters. Nevertheless, several small cations, including Li+, 
Mg2+, Zn2+, H+, and Na+, can be incorporated within the quartz 
framework as major component elements when the charge is 
balanced by the replacement of Si4+ cations by Al3+ (Müller et 
al. 1988, 1990; Paulus et al. 1990; Sternitzke and Müller 1991; 
Palmer 1994; Xu et al. 1999a, 2000; Heaney 2000). The stoi‑
chiometric substitution, Si4+ → Al3+ + M+ or ½ M2+ (M+ = Li+, 
H+, Na+; M2+ = Mg2+, Zn2+), results in a series of phases (such as 
b‑eucryptite, LiAlSiO4) that Buerger (1954) classified as “stuffed 
derivatives of quartz.”

Virgilite, Li0.407(Si1.580Al0.400Fe0.013P0.007)O4, which occurs in a 
peraluminous volcanic glass from Macusani, Peru, is the only 
reported natural occurrence of a mineral with a stuffed quartz 
structure (French et al. 1978). Though rare in nature, stuffed de‑
rivatives of quartz are of considerable interest for their industrial 
applications (Beall 1994; Müller 1995; Roy 1995). In particular, 
the so‑called LAS (Li2O‑Al2O3‑SiO2) phases with compositions 
Li1–xAl1–xSi1+xO4, 0 ≤ x < ~0.65, which have the b‑quartz structure, 

exhibit low or even negative coefficients of thermal expansion 
(CTE) (Xu et al. 2001). As a result, these phases have served as 
major components of high‑temperature glass‑ceramic products 
used in domestic cookware and in many high‑precision machines 
such as jet engines (Beall 1994; Ramalingam and Reimanis 
2012). To tailor the thermal properties of LAS phases for specific 
applications, other small cations, mainly Mg2+ and Zn2+, have 
been used to partially replace Li+ (Petzoldt 1967; Beall 1994). 
Whereas Zn0.5–0.5xAl1–xSi1+xO4, like b‑quartz and Li1–xAl1–xSi1+xO4 
(x < ~0.65), exhibits negative CTEs, Mg0.5–0.5xAl1–xSi1+xO4 exhibits 
positive CTEs (Schreyer and Schairer 1961; Müller et al. 1988; 
Sternitzke and Müller 1991). This behavior implies that the Mg‑
stuffed phases may adopt a different structure from b‑quartz. 
However, detailed structural analyses of the Mg0.5AlSiO4–SiO2 
series, including the end‑member Mg0.5AlSiO4, are scarce, and 
their structures remain somewhat unclear.

Although an intermediate composition, MgAl2Si3O10, was 
studied by single‑crystal X‑ray diffraction (Schulz 1971; Schulz 
et al. 1971a, 1971b), its detailed structure was not solved, 
largely due to the complexities in superperiodicity caused by 
Al‑Si and Mg ordering. Instead, the authors ignored the weak 
superlattice reflections and determined the average structure 
of MgAl2Si3O10 based on a b‑quartz‑type unit cell (Schulz et 
al. 1971b). However, computer modeling using the distance 
least‑square (DLS) program demonstrated that this phase has 
a‑quartz‑like character in terms of local atomic arrangements, 
which is presumably responsible for its positive CTEs (Sternitzke 
and Müller 1991). Thus the true structure of this phase and those 
of the Mg0.5–0.5xAl1–xSi1+xO4 series in general need further study.
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